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Conclusion: Our findings suggest that not only are wearables studied as interventions, but they are also
being used as measurement tools for other interventions such as drugs, behavioral therapy, and
devices. Their ability to obtain usable and actionable health markers from large pools of data and their
growing diversity in capability demonstrates their clinical utility. Our research provides a deeper analysis
of how wearables are being used as an intervention for neurologic conditions and a reliable tool to
capture endpoints for other treatments in this clinical area. 

Future Research: Digital health technology has grown in recent years both as an intervention for various
conditions and in its availability in different forms to patients and providers. Therefore, more research
should be conducted to further describe how wearables can improve healthcare, aid in data collection
and efficiency in clinical trials.

Conducted a literature search on pubmed.gov to survey general wearable trends
Searched on clinicaltrials.gov to find 175 studies from 2010-2020 using the term "wearable" in
each of the four clinical areas
Recorded trial characteristics, including type and utilization of the wearable

Method: 

Objective: We analyze how wearables are used in clinical research by
describing how wearables contribute to endpoint analyses (intervention vs.
measurement tool) in the four clinical areas: neurologic disorders, mental
health disorders, substance use disorders, and musculoskeletal pain.

Research Hypothesis: We would observe more clinical trials studying wearables
as an intervention rather than as a measurement tool.
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An intervention, e.g.
an app is being studied

for its effects on the
improvement of sleep

in post-traumatic
stress disorder-related

sleep disturbance. 

WEARABLES AS... 
A measurement tool,

e.g. a wearable biosensor
that quantifies emotional

arousal through skin
conductance for the

primary endpoint of a
behavioral therapy

intervention.

OR

114 INCLUDED

Duplication
Wearable device not fitting the definition of wearable technology 
Not within the four categories chosen

Elimination of 61 trials due to

SUBSTANCE USE 

DISORDERS (3)

A study published in 2019 broadly analyzed both the characteristics and design of digital health
clinical trials across thirteen clinical areas

The number of registered digital health clinical trials increased by 29% per year from 2011-
2017

Of the 114 included trials in the four clinical areas, 61 used wearables as an intervention and 53
used them as a measurement tool

The clincal trials that used wearables as a measurement tool were further categorized based
on six intervention types

Results: 

61

INTERVENTION

53

MEASUREMENT

TOOL

Intervention categories:
- Drug
- Device
- Disease State

- Dietary Supplement
- Behavioral Therapy
- Other Therapy

"Wearables" include
technology that can be

worn on the body like an
accessory.

Mobile health, or "mHealth,"
is using mobile devices, like
a smart phone, to support

healthcare.

Reference: Chen CE, Harrington RA, Desai SA, Mahaffey KW, Turakhia MP. Characteristics of Digital Health Studies
Registered in ClinicalTrials.gov. JAMA Intern Med. 2019;179(6):838-840.
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